
Edith
Dark Farmhouse Saison
Hill Farmstead - Greensboro, VT
6% ABV. Limited Release. Bottles & Draft.

Edith (1897-1992) was our grandfather’s sister, and Hill 
Farmstead Brewery rests upon the land that was once 
home to her and her 13 siblings. In her honor, this black 
saison is crafted from American malted barley, German 
roasted malts, European hops, our farmhouse yeast, and 
water from our well. Unfiltered and naturally carbonated, 
this is the ale that I dream to have shared with Edith.  

Dayman
Coffee IPA
Stone/Aleman/Two Brothers
8.7% ABV. Limited Release (brewed once). Bottles & 
Draft.

Jim Moorehouse, Nate Albrecht and Brad Zeller, three pals 
planning to open a Chicago brewpub under the moniker of 
Aleman, won first place at last year’s Iron Brew home-
brewing competition in the Windy City (judged by none 
other than Greg Koch, Jason Ebel of Two Brothers Brewing, 
and celebrated Chicago brewer, designer and author Randy 
Mosher). Their style-bending IPA artfully married the 
assertive tropical bite of Citra hops with amazing coffee 
flavor and aromatics to create something truly unique and 
exceptional. 

Serendipitously, Two Brothers recently kicked off a new 
adventure roasting their own coffee beans, and provided 
just-in-time freshly roasted java for the brew.

Ananke
American Wild Ale
Freetail Brewing Co. - San Antonio, Texas
6.4% ABV. Limited Annual Release. Bottles & Draft.
Ingredients: Pisen, acidulated malt, raw wheat, flaked rye. 
Perle Hops. Brewed with top fermenting yeast, wild yeast 
& bactreia

Rarely released in its purest form, Ananke is the backbone 
of our wild ale program, a base beer used for blending and 
fruit infusion. Named for the ancient Greek Goddess of in-
evitability and personification of destiny, necessity & fate, 
Ananke helps bring order to an otherwise chaotic universe. 
Such as her namesake, this delicately sour ale’s presence 
is felt throughout all of our barrel-aged beers. Brewed 
October 23, 2012 and aged in used wine barrels until March 
6th, 2013.

30th Anniversary - Grand Cru
American Strong Ale
Sierra Nevada - Chico, California
9.2% ABV. Limited Release (brewed once). Was available 
in bottles.

Brewers Reserve is a special ale highlighting our pioneer-
ing history and the innovative spirit that has carried us 
through all these years. Is is a marriage of our three most 
acclaimed ales: Oak-aged Bigfoot, Celebration Ale, and 
fresh Pale Ale blended together and generously dry-
hopped.

One of four beers released for their 30th anniversary in 
2010, including Fritz and Ken’s Ale (Imperial Stout), Char-
lie, Fred, & Ken’s Bock (Imperial Helles Bock), and Jack and 
Ken’s Ale (Black Barleywine).

Manhattan NW
Cascade Brewing - Portland, Oregon
11.32% ABV. Limited Annual Release. Bottles & Draft.

Manhattan NW, a NW style sour ale that was, until re-
cently, a secret. It’s a blend of Blond Quad aged in Heaven 
Hill Bourbon barrels on 150 pounds of sour pie cherries for 
five months before additionally aging on apricot noyaux 
for three months.
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